Singing melody extraction is the task that identifies the melody pitch contour of singing 
DCNN Model Configuration for the Singing Pitch Extractor

85
The architecture of SPE are summarized in Table 1 . The SPE is configured with four convolutional information better than max-pooling. Experimentally, we confirmed that this actually worked better 92 than using max-pooling on both axes. We apply batch normalization on each convolutional layer and 93 use the Leaky ReLU as an activation function for the non-linearity. We include dropout to the end of 94 each block and use softmax activation function for the output layer. The pitch labels cover from D2
95
(73.416 Hz) to B5 (987.77 Hz). We quantized the pitch labels on MIDI scale but with high resolutions.
96
R t denotes the resolution in 1/t semitone unit. For example, R 1 indicates pitch resolution in semitone 97 unit. R 2 , R 4 , R 8 , R 16 and R 32 indicate progressively higher resolutions than semitone by a factor of 2.
98
We used spectrogram as input for the SPE. We first resampled audio clips to 8 kHz and merged 99 stereo channels into mono. We then computed spectrogram with detecting sub-semitone fluctuations has been previously attempted [22] . In this work, we propose a 128 novel method that utilizes the output of the SPE.
129
We empirically found that, when the SPE takes non-voiced frames as input and predicts the pitch,
130
the output was not dominant at a particular class and tends to have a low probability for each class.
131
This is probably because the model was trained only with voice frames and so the model cannot make where y SPE (n) is the softmax output of SPE at n frame and θ is a threshold. We obtain the final result of singing voice activity, S(n) by incorporating the VFAD into the SVAD:
where S SVAD (n) is the result of SVAD that returns one for voiced frames or zero for unvoiced frames. 
Temporal Smoothing by HMM
136
After predicting the output in the SPE, we conduct temporal smoothing for the frame-wise pitch 137 prediction. The procedure was basically borrowed from the Viterbi decoding based on HMM in [7] .
138
The HMM state corresponds to each of the melody pitch values and the prior probabilities and the 139 transition matrix are computed from the ground-truth of the training set. As posterior probabilities, the 140 prediction from the combined output of SPE is used. To generate the prior and transition probabilities,
141
we counted the number of occurrences and all pitch-to-pitch transition per pitch label, respectively.
142
In addition, we normalized the transition matrix by replacing each element with the average of its However, even with the normalization, the diagonal components of the transition matrix are 147 still dominant. Thus, when the pitch difference between consecutive melodies is small, the result of 148 smoothing tends to keep the same pitch. This leads to the loss of detail changes in the pitch contours.
149
To deal with the problem, we add more weights to off-diagonal elements by multiplying a penalty 150 matrix to the transition matrix as follows:
where D is the off-diagonal matrix of the transition matrix T, whose diagonal elements are zeros. I 152 is identity matrix. By increasing the value of the off-diagonal component, it adjusts the sensitivity to 153 small pitch changes during the smoothing process. from a MIDI file. We evaluated our algorithm using 9 songs out of a total of 13 songs. 
Dataset
Evaluation
192
We evaluated the proposed method in terms of five metrics, including overall accuracy (OA), raw pitch accuracy (RPA), raw chroma accuracy (RCA), voicing detection rate (VR) and voicing false alarm rate (VFA), as detailed in [6] . We compute them using mir-eval, a Python library designed for objective 1 We obtained the LabROSA dataset from the website, http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/melody/. This was used for part of the 2005 MIREX melody extraction task. In our previous work [15], we referred to it as MIREX05. evaluation in MIR tasks [27] . The evaluation consists of two main parts: voice detection determining whether a voice is included in a particular time frame (VR and VFA) and pitch detection determining the most accurate melody pitch for each time frame (RPA, RCA, and OA). We convert the pitch labels, which were quantized to MIDI scale, back to frequency scale (Hz) to compare them with the ground truth.
where m is the estimated pitch label. 
Experiments
197
Given the SPE and SVAD models and training data, we conducted several experiments to figure   198 out the effect of different settings in the models. In the followings, we describe the experimental setup. it over all the training data up to 100 epochs. The initial learning rate was set to 0.02. 
HMM-based Postprocessing
220
We conducted temporal smoothing of the pitch prediction using the Viterbi decoding. The prior 221 probabilities and transition matrix were estimated from the ground-truth of the training set. To increase 222 the value of the off-diagonal components, we set the λ according to Equation 2. We used a set of λ and 223 empirically found that λ of 1 yielded the best results. 
Singing voice activity detector with VFAD
225
As mentioned in Chapter 2.3, we use the VFAD to reduce false positive frames after the SVAD.
226
If the maximum softmax output of SPE does not exceed a specific threshold θ, it is assumed that the 227 frame is not a singing voice. The threshold θ was set to a value between 0 and 0.05 to find the proper 228 threshold. We used the songs from the ADC04 and LabROSA datasets. We evaluated the performance those from state-of-the-art algorithms. We reported the results on the Jamendo dataset as unseen test 244 Figure 3 shows that the MC-SPE models perform better than the SC-SPE models in general,
245
validating that combining multiple models with different pitch resolutions is more effective [15] .
246
However, the effect of using the multi-column models becomes less significant as the pitch resolution 247 increases. This is clearly indicated by ∆ RPA, the difference of RPA between the two models. For R 32 248 on the LabROSA, the SC-SPE model is even better the MC-SPE model, achieving the best accuracy.
249
Thus, considering the ensemble model requires as many parameters as the model size, SC-SPE is seen 250 to be a more practical choice in the DCNN-based approach. 
Singing Voice Activity Detector for Melody Extraction
257
We compared the performance of the SVAD with VFAD on ADC04 and LabROSA. Table 3 
Conclusions
298
We proposed a novel melody extraction algorithm composed of singing pitch detector and 299 singing voice activity detector using deep convolution neural networks. We have shown that the SPE 300 can effectively extract melody features and classify pitch classes. Since the pitch can be predicted 301 with a high resolution, the classification-based algorithm can produce nearly continuous curves. The but the effect becomes less significant as the pitch resolution is higher. We propose a high performance
304
SVAD with VFAD to minimizes false positive errors. Finally, we compared our melody extraction 305 model to previous state-of-the-arts methods on several public test dataset and showed that the results
306
are comparable to those from the best.
307
Supplementary Materials: The demo of the proposed melody extraction method is available at http://mac-bach. 
